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Survival Books. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, London's Secrets: Peaceful Places,
David Hampshire, London is one of the world's most exciting cities, but it's also one of the noisiest; a
bustling, chaotic, frenetic, over-crowded, manic metropolis of over 8 million people, where it can be
difficult to find somewhere to grab a little peace and quiet. Nevertheless, if you know where to look
London has a wealth of peaceful places - places to relax, chill out, contemplate, meditate, sit,
reflect, browse, read, chat, nap, walk, think, study or even work (if you must) - where the city's
volume is muted or even switched off completely. Peaceful Places contains over 200 of the author's
and his friends', colleagues' and acquaintances' favourite locations throughout the city, from
restful gardens and serene churches to silent libraries and inspiring galleries; intimate hotels to
blissful spas and cosy cafes; smart shops and atmospheric markets to appealing restaurants and
charming tea rooms; quiet museums and sweeping parks to relaxing walks and friendly pubs - and
much more. Moreover, these places haven't just been selected for their quietude but also for their
excellence: every entry has something special to offer, be it a warm welcome, excellent...
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This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on looking at but really exciting to read through. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at time
period. Its been written in an remarkably straightforward way which is just soon a er i finished reading through this book where basically altered me,
change the way i think.
-- Er na  La ng osh-- Er na  La ng osh

Certainly, this is actually the best function by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never confusing. Your life period is going
to be convert once you total looking over this ebook.
-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V
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